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INTRODUCTION
In April 1992 K. Murali In order to obtain a continuous movement of the eigenvalues and in order to avoid mixing of phenomenas due to the ideal 3-region almost piecewise-linear charateristic with phenomenas due to the internal parameters of the operational amplifier an ideal operational amplifier model is used in the simulations and the regions with positive slope is modelled by means of a simple voltage controlled current source placed in parallel to c1. ---I--.- 
-------.-----------------------~~
, . The relative tolerance of the integration is 1 e-6. In the simulations presented in Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) the maximum integration step is lms and the initial integration step is 35e-9 seconds. If the maximum integration step is 35ms and the initial integration step is 50e-9 seconds the results become very different due to the sensitivity of the solution with respect to initial conditions. The piecewise-linear model Fig.4(b) is much more sensitive than the continuous model Fig.4(a) . The minimum integration step allowed is 1 e-20 seconds. 
THE NONLINEAR LOAD OF THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

SEARCH FOR LIMIT CYCLES
A large number of simulations have been made both without and with a series resistance RL2 in connection with the coil L2 of the harmonic oscillator. With RL2 = 0 0 only period-1 limit cycles have been found. Two small ones corresponding to oscillation around one of the breakpoints and a large one corresponding to oscillations between the regions with positive slope of RNL. The sensitivity is enormous, e.g. F = 227.789500mV gives one and F = 227.789506mV gives the other of the two different small limit cycles afler about 60ms of chaos. Fig.7 shows the same as Fig.6 but forF = 228mV. It takes about 80ms of chaos (Fig.7(c) ) before transition to the large limit cycle occur. Fig.7(d) shows a zoom of Fig.7(a) . By chance a resistor RL2 = 1 Q was introduced as a first attempt to study the influence of losses. For some reason a proper limit cycle (derivative of signal as function of signal, IC1 as function of VCl) was asked for. Fig.8 shows the result, a beautiful period-5 "twin heart" limit cycle. The amplitude of the external signal is F=lSOmV, the angular fi-equency is 2.x.f = 8.0822898994674e+3 rps corresponding to the imaginary part of the complex pair of poles in regions 1 and 3 [2] . The simulation lirmt used is 15000 integration steps. Chaos is observed between Oms and 40ms and the period-5 limit cycle is observed between 40ms and 268.8ms. In the physical realisation of the circuit it is necessary to introduce a resistance of 1 hz in series with C 1 for measurement of the current of C 1. The result of the simulation in this case is chaos between Oms and 235ms and a period-5 limit cycle with starting blfurcation between 235ms and 293.5ms. If the angular frequency is changed to 8. 08228-3 rps chaos is observed between Oms and 90ms and a period-5 limit cycle without starting bifurcation between 90ms and 274.9ms with 15000 integration steps as simulation limit. charging". With lossless coils the border between small and large period-1 limit cycles appears to be a "coast line" where it is impossibletodistinguishbetweenchaos due tothe accuracyofthe calculations and chaos due to the nature of the system. When losses are introduced in the coils thls "coast line" broadens into a "blfurcation sea" with islands of high period limit cycles vefiing the bifurcation diagram of K. Murali and M. Lakshmanan. Search for period-4 limit cycles is going on. 
